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THE PETER VONWILLER MEMORIAL PRESENTATION FOR 2018: THE SWISS ARMY 1939 – 1945

DAVID HOPE

The aim of the presentation was to illustrate the mobilisation period using Soldier Stamps, military mail,
postcards, postage stamps, slogan postmarks and ephemera. This article gives a brief introduction to the period. I
begin in 1936 with the request of the Federal Government to the public for a loan of 200m Swf. Stamps, a
miniature sheet (fig. 1) and slogan postmarks encouraged the public to donate and in the event some 320m Swf.
were raised. This money was to be used to modernise the artillery, anti-aircraft defences and the airforce. In 1938
the Federal Government ordered 30 Messerschmidt 109s from Germany, later adding a further 50.

Fig.1

Fig. 2

In 1939 the Swiss National Exhibition opened and the Army had a strong presence showing some new artillery and
anti-aircraft guns. They also put on five presentations in July and August. The aim of the Exhibition was to bring
the nation together so as to avoid the situation in 1914 when the country allegiances were split among the
warring countries. When going into the Exhibition through the main entrance the first thing people saw was a
sculpture of a man putting on his military uniform (fig. 2). It made a strong impression. Nearby was a reminder
that in 1941 the country would celebrate the 650 th anniversary of the Confederation.
During the exhibition came news of the Nazi-Soviet Pact. With the situation in Europe deteriorating on 28 th July
the Federal Council ordered a partial mobilisation of the Border Forces (fig.3). Troops on training and refresher
courses, some 100,000, were told to remain where they were. On 30 th July the Swiss Parliament appointed Henry
Guisan as General (fig. 4). This was a popular choice throughout the country.
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

After the German invasion of Poland on 1 st September the Federal Council announced the general mobilisation of
the Swiss Army for 2nd September. On mobilisation troops took the oath (fig. 5). The main army (men aged 20 - 32)
was made up of 3 Army Corps. A fourth being added in January 1940. These were mainly deployed in the north
against a possible German invasion although some units were kept further south for neutrality reasons (fig. 6).
During the ‘phoney war’ period the emphasis was on building a defence line from Basel to Sargans, a new fortress
area. This was called the Limmat line (figs. 7, 8).

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Men aged 33 to 60 were in the Territorials. They were assigned to guard duty at important infrastructure sites and
internment camp duties as well as also being assigned to Border Brigades and the main Army units if required
(figs. 9, 10).

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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In February 1940 the Women’s Auxiliary Service (FHD/SCF) was set up. Some 20,000 women served during the
War working in areas such as air observation, transport and in Soldiers’ Canteens (figs. 11, 12).

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

The German attack in western Europe altered the situation. Now, with the defeat of France and Italy joining in on
the German side, Switzerland found itself surrounded by potential enemies. During this period the airforce saw
action against aircraft violating Swiss airspace and some 11 German planes were shot down for the loss of 2 Swiss
aircraft and 3 pilots (figs. 13 – 15).

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Fig. 15

This situation required new thinking about the defence of the country. It was decided to withdraw the main army
to the Alpine region (the Reduit or Redoubt). Before this took place Guisan took several hundred of his senior
officers to the Rütli where he stated that Switzerland would resist any invasion and he then explained the Reduit
idea. The Border Brigades would be the first line of defence, with the Light Brigades in the Advanced area and the
main army in the Alpine regions (figs. 16, 17). This situation continued until September 1944 when with the Allies
driving the Germans back the main Army returned to the northern border. After the German defeat the army was
finally demobilised after the ‘Salute to the Flag’ ceremony before the Parliament building in Bern on 19 th August
1945 (fig. 18).

Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Many more aspects of the
mobilisation were included in
the presentation but too many
to include in a short article.
Fig. 18
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THE ORIGINAL PHOTOS OF “POSTAUTOS” ILLUSTRATED ON POSTAL STATIONERY CARDS

ANTON RUESCH

This article was first published in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung' in February 2016. The Society is grateful to
the Editor and the Author for enabling us to reprint it in our Newsletter.
Some time ago, I found a photograph by chance that exactly matched the line drawing on one of my postal
stationery cards. Since then, I have found several photographic documents that served as illustrations for such
cards. Until 1928, the artists commissioned by the PTT delivered line drawings based on photographs to produce
these illustrated cards. But from 1929, the PTT only used photos. A plausible explanation exists for this
evolution/transition. Postcard publishers (and also manufacturers) strongly opposed the introduction of the sale
of pictorial postal stationery cards by the PTT, because they viewed them as competition to their products. But
the PTT managed to prove to them that the opposite was the case: the sale and use of illustrated postcards had
greatly increased since 1923.
Initially, in order that the views of towns, spas, churches, etc. could be printed on postcards, a fee of CHF400.–
was requested for a card at the domestic rate and CHF150.– for a card for abroad. If there were too few
interesting images available, the various series of these cards were supplemented with cards showing roads used
by postal buses. The PTT advertised their own postbus lines with these cards. It is therefore logical that we see
post office coaches on the images of several of these illustrated cards. Postal buses were still a little known means
of public transport at that time.
Neither Mrs. Strasser from the Museum of Communication, nor Mrs. Burri from the Historical Archives and the
PTT Library could tell me what the PTT had to pay for the line drawings and photos as a sponsor.
As I collect postal stationery on the theme of "postal automobiles", I would like to show in this article the originals
that I could find and their corresponding postcards. I tried to find as much information about the photographers
and picture designers as possible. Unfortunately, it was not possible to find the names of the authors in each case.
However, research shows that a whole series of well-known photographers, painters and workshops participated
in the production of Swiss postcards. Different images were used by the PTT for several illustrated postcards,
partly with modified text, but also for other types of cards. I set out below a number of examples of such cards
and the photos on which they were based.
107/16 - Furka, 1927

Vehicle: 1921 - 1926 Car Alpin Saurer 2 AD, four cylinders, 16 seats. Pneumatic (air-filled) tyres were introduced in 1923. SchildBichsel Art Publishing House, Brienz. Photo: Spreng, Phot. Basel.

I could not find any information about Schild-Bichsel Art Publishing. Former schoolteacher Rudolf Perren, aged 92,
who knows the history of Brienz very well, does not remember the existence of this publishing house but he did
know that from 1872 to 1918 a photographer named Matthaus Bichsel lived in Brienz; he was a painter and a
drawing teacher.
Robert Spreng (1890-1969, Basel) had learned photography from his father, who was photographer to the court of
the Grand Duchy of Baden. He visited and stayed in Paris and Munich. He had the exclusive mandate for the
documenting of the 1939 National Exhibition in Zürich and produced the film "The Post Offices of the Alps 1962"
(the first Swiss film in colour).
The draftsman of the line drawing is unknown. In the archives of the PTT there is no information concerning the
artists for any of the images after 1926.
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139z/001 - Winter Car Traffic in Adelboden, 1936

Passenger transport for the Frutigen-Adelboden route, for the Geilsbrüggli ski area. The vehicles are most likely a Saurer Type-B and a
FBW. Photo: Klopfenstein Adelboden.

The boss of this company knew nothing of the origin of the images, nor if the Commune of Adelboden or the PTT
had paid for this picture at the time. The Adelboden Tourist Board and Hanspeter Oester, village chronicler and
head of the Adelboden Municipal Museum, were also unable to provide any information. The bus line of the
company "Automobileverkehr Frutigen-Adelboden AG" (AFA) is an independent company, unlike other
companies, it has never been used by the PTT. Logically, it is likely that the municipality of Adelboden had to pay
for the publication of this card. The same image appears in two variants as well on the internal mail card no. 139 *
and on the card for abroad no. 141.
136/25 - Furka, 1934

The heavy Saurer "all seasons" vehicle in front of the Rhone glacier is type 3A /AE of the P 1651 series of 1928. It has a larger window
than the Saurer BD model HB. Four cylinders, 75 hp, 17 seats. Photo: No. 9024 by Wilhelm Pleyer, Zürich.

Owner of the company (Photo Pleyer or also Pleyer Photo Centrale), apprentice master of Edy Berger, Gottlieb
Pampaluchi and Friedrich Gustaed. Member of the Swiss Association of Photographers.
139/194 - Strada di Gandria, 1938

Postbus: Alpine III Saurer car, 1937, with special window for the driver. Six-cylinder, 105 horsepower, 29 seats, 11 standing places.
Vehicle for the international line of the Lugano-Menaggio-Chiavenna-St. Moritz automobile post office. No indication of the
photographer or publisher.
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139/09 - Summit of the Gotthard Pass, 1938

The postal bus on the road over the dam could be a vehicle for the Alps of the type Saurer III 3 BP, put in circulation in 1936/38. This
service still operates today. Mrs Corinne Engelberger asked her father, but he does not remember the PTT having a reproduction. Photo:
Karl Engelberger Publishing, Stansstad No 4311.

112/08 - Great St. Bernard, 1927

Vehicle: Car Alpin Saurer 2 AD 1921 - 1926. With the special and very visible box for the spare wheel, which was introduced by Saurer
after the transition to pneumatic tyres in 1923. Photo: La Poste.

CLAUDE MISTELY'S COLLECTION
RICK WARREN of MAYFAIR PHILATELIC LIMITED
The executors of Mr. Mistely's estate have asked me to let your Society know that the main pieces of his collection
have been sent for auction in Switzerland, but the main bulk of it will be coming up for sale in the Mayfair
Philatelic Auctions sale on Sunday 14th October (2018) at Lingfield Park Racecourse, Surrey. From approx. 10th
September, catalogues may be viewed on-line @ www.mpastamps.com ; or for a printed catalogue apply to:
Messr MAYFAIR PHILATELIC LTD, 32, St. George Street, Mayfair, LONDON W1S 2EA Tel: +44 (0) 20 3019 3630
e-mail: info@mpastamps.com
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UPDATES: COMMEMORATING STAMP DAY/IMPRINTED STAMP DESIGNS

Fig. 1

PAGE 6 7
RICHARD DONITHORN

Figs. 2 (top) and 3 (below)

Stamp Day Promotional Items
Swiss Post introduced their own official picture postcard with a special imprinted stamp design to promote Stamp
Day in November 1997 (Fig. 1). They have continued to issue such a card every year since. Between 2000 and
2006 it also issued an annual specially designed Stamp Day adhesive stamp (Fig. 2); and in 2007 they replaced it
with an annual Stamp Day mini-sheet (Fig. 3). These, like the adhesive stamps before them, have been used in
every year since 2007 to adorn the annual Swiss Post Stamp Day FDC and the Stamp Day cover produced for the
related annual national VSPhV/FSPS Stamp Day event, each with different special cancellations. Each year the
special cancellation applied to the adhesive stamp or mini-sheet on the annual Swiss Post Stamp Day FDC has also
been used on the imprinted stamp on the Stamp Day card.

Fig. 4
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2007
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Fig. 6

Normally the design of the adhesive stamp or the stamp within the mini-sheet was the same as that on the
imprinted stamp on the Stamp Day card. However, stamp designs unique to Stamp Day postcards can be found on
those issued in 1997, 1998, 1999, 2005, 2006 and 2007 (Fig. 4). In 2015 mini-sheets with two stamps of different
designs were introduced. In 2015 and 2016 the design used for the related imprinted stamp on the Stamp Day
card was identical to the design of one of the adhesive stamps in the mini-sheet, but the denomination was 100 +
50c rather than 50 + 25c (Fig. 5). The imprinted stamp on the Stamp Day card in 2017 had a different shape,
design and denomination (100 + 50c) to that of either of the stamps in the mini-sheet issued that year (Fig. 6).
The background history of Stamp Day in Switzerland was covered in some detail in an article in the Newsletter in
April 2011 (pp 29-31). It included a schedule of the venues for the official national events for Stamp Day from
1959 to 2011 inclusive. Since then events have been held at: 2012 Altstätten SG; 2013 Aarau AG; 2014
Saignelégier JU; 2015 Bulle FR (for the third time); 2016 Oberaargau AG; and 2017 Sainte-Croix JU.
Imprinted Stamps with Designs Unique to Postal Stationery

Fig. 7

A useful article on 'Imprinted Stamps on Postal Stationery' was published in the Newsletter in December 2011 (pp
94 and 97) with an accompanying schedule of “Imprinted Stamps with Designs Unique to Postal Stationery” which
can be viewed on the Society's Website. For the record, since 2011 there have been
only ten additions to the schedule: the 2000 th Anniversary of Avenches, the 150 th
Anniversary of the ITU and the World Orienteering Championship 2012 all on cards
(previously illustrated in HPSN June 2015 P. 53), the five Emoji-based stamps on covers
issued in August 2017 (Fig. 7), the stamp on the Stamp Day card issued in November
2017 (Fig. 6) 5) and the latest, on the card to celebrate the 50 th Anniversary Stockhorn
Cable-car (Fig. 8 – right).
If you are interested in Imprinted Stamps, a detailed, fully illustrated schedule is set out in Zumstein's latest
Catalogue of Postal Stationery ('Ganzsachen Schweiz'). The illustrations in our Newsletter (September 2017 P. 84)
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of the various designs of imprinted stamps for Wrappers is helpful, showing the different sizes, colours and values
of the initial design (E1/E2), the 'Ovals' (E3 - 16a) and the 'Edelweis' (E46 - 49) designs. I am still looking for the
name of the designers of several imprinted stamps - see article in the July 2012 edition of the Newsletter P. 56
(illustrations on P. 58). Any answers please?
The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for enabling it to reproduce illustrations of their products.

TWO QUERIES FROM MEMBERS TO TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Bob Brown

Illustrated above are the front and back of a Standing Helvetia stamp which has been through quite a journey. The
postal cancel seems to be "St Gallen Fahrpost 27 IV 99" but either over or under is a very distinct, though
incomplete, oval cancel (presumably receiving) of "CHEMIN DE FER .." with in the middle "CHEF de GA(RE?)" and
at the base an inscription with "T" in the middle. Can anyone identify this cancellation?
Probably as a result of this disfigurement, the stamp has later fallen into the possession ??? of the well-known
British stamp dealers Errington and Martin who then cancelled it with one of their hand-stamps "ERRINGTON &
MARTIN/ STAMP IMPORTERS,/ SOUTH HACKNEY/ LONDON N.F"; although I suspect that the last letter should be
an "E" with a stop after it, possibly the stamp was overlapped by another on someone's desk. Errington and
Martin seem to have made a practice of "back-stamping" numerous stamps from around the world, often those
with faults or not readily saleable. They had different hand-stamps for the different sizes of stamps they treated in
this way, in particular those of Belgian Railway parcels stamps. They also back-stamped revenue stamps and I have
recently passed on an example of an early US 2c Bank Check stamp with a circular "E and M" mark.
Sadly at some time the stamp has received a severe tear that makes it no more than a curiosity, but can anyone ID
the railway cancel?
David Whitworth

A week before the AGM in Nottingham, a local stamp dealer gave a postcard to my wife, knowing my interest in
Switzerland. When I looked at the card, I was immediately interested, this was no simple post card. Posted in
'AMEIAN DESSUS' (?), franked with a 2c.Tell Boy and dated 08 IX 10, it was initially addressed to Neu Solothurn. Re
addressed; a second 3c. Tell Boy stamp was added in Luzern on 10 IX 10, together with a blue crayon figure 3. Can
any reader offer an explanation for this? Is it possible that the card was not considered printed matter (the 2c.
rate) and surcharged 3c. for the 5c. post card rate? An early use of a definitive stamp to collect postage due.
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FORTHCOMING MEETING OF THE SOUTHERN GROUP
WERNER GATTIKER
th
October 20 is the date for this group's next all-day meeting (10am to 4pm, refreshments and lunch provided) at
The Three Crowns pub, Whaddon nr. Salisbury, just off the A36, post code SP5 3HB. The main theme for this
meeting is Charity Stamps and Cards. Eric Gill is our main speaker giving us an overall view of Pro Juventute and
Pro Patria issues in the morning, while the afternoon is open for participating members to show some of their
treasures, preferably with a charity stamps angle. This meeting coincides with one of the largest stamp fairs
outside London being held at the Five Rivers Leisure Centre, Salisbury, on Friday & Saturday, Oct 19-20, and some
members might want to extend their visit to our meeting into a whole philatelic week-end. Further information
from Werner Gattiker, 01273 842 135 or werner@swisstamps.co.uk .
BORDER MATTERS - Did you know that:
 the German town/city-state of Rottweil, now in Baden-Württemberg, was part of the Swiss
Confederation (i.e. allied status) from 1463 to 1802 when it came under the rule of the dukes of
Württemberg. Lying on the banks of the River Neckar it is 40 kms. north of the current German/Swiss
border (Canton Schaffhausen). No doubt there is some interesting correspondence between the
administrators and citizens of Rottweil and the “Swiss mainland” of the pre-stamp era for the postal
historians to track down. Any help from German collectors would be gratefully received.
 The Baroque interior decoration of Rottweil's Kapellenkirche was designed by a pupil of the Vorarlberg
designer/architect Cosmas Damian Asam who, with several of his countrymen, was responsible for the
interior decoration of some of Switzerland's most beautiful Baroque religious buildings including
Einsiedeln Abbey (Zumstein definitives 372, 392 and 393 and MS Stamp Day Year 2007).
 As recently as 1919 the population of the Vorarlberg (the large area of Austria east of the Bodensee)
voted in a referendum by 82% to become an additional canton of Switzerland. Their enthusiasm was
quenched by a majority of the Swiss who feared their country would be too dominated by Germanspeakers.
(Sources of information - 'Around Switzerland in 80 Maps' by Diccon Bewes; 'Eyewitness Travel Guide – Germany'.)
FOLLOW ON TO MARC BURGESS'S RAYON PRESENTATION

JONATHAN CARTWRIGHT

Ref. Newsletter June 2018 Page 57. I'm sorry to sound picky, but the 15 Rp. Large Figures (Z.20) was not done in
sheets of 40 (as were the other Rayons) but in sheets of 180. This was shown to be the case by Rene Gees, and
published in the SBZ. So far I have managed to collect 157 of the 180, with hopefully another one on the way (if I
am not outbid !!).
GOOD NEWS FOR RAILWAY FANS – Ivan Rodrigues of the travel company Switzerland Travel Centre (STC) writes in
the June edition of the 'Swiss Express': “We are delighted to announce that a steam locomotive from the BrienzerRothorn Bahn will be operating on Snowdon Mountain Railway throughout September 2018. Visitors will be able
to ride from Llanberis to Waterfall Halt and back for free. Swiss Railways Society members will also have the
opportunity to get up and personal to this vintage locomotive. As well as presentations about the BRB locomotive,
many other activities are being planned which will be organised by the STC. Be sure to subscribe to our
newsletters for the latest news.” – further information: Tel. 0207 420 4900 Website
www.switzerlandtravelcentre.co.uk

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

 Liechtenstein also available.
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